Jay Flatley. Since 1999 Jake has served as President, Chief Executive Officer and a member of the Board of Directors of Illumina, Inc., a leading developer, manufacturer and marketer of life science tools and integrated systems for the analysis of genetic variation and function. Jake has helped guide the company to over $1.6B in revenue.

George John. George is founder and CEO of Rocket Fuel, Rocket fuel recently went public and provides artificial intelligence advertising solutions that transform digital-media buys into self-optimizing engines that learn and adapt in real time. He earned his bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate degrees in the department of computer science right here at Stanford University.

Adam Pisoni. Adam Pisoni co-founded Yammer and sold it to Microsoft for $US1.2 billion five years later. Yammer, is a social networking tool to foster collaboration inside companies and is being integrated into the Microsoft Office suite.

Amit Singh. As President, Google Enterprise, Amit has responsibility for products like Google Apps, Maps, Commerce Search, Chromebooks and Google’s cloud platform to businesses, education and governments.

Tony Zingale. Tony has been in the Silicon Valley for over 30 years, starting as a sales manager at Intel. He recently took Jive Software public. Jive makes enterprise social software designed to make it easier for workers to communicate and collaborate. It’s one of the largest companies in that space, with 850 customers worldwide.